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COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS

T WO D I STR I CTS, O N E AP P ROAC H

Representing the commercial property owners in
the western and northern area surrounding Atlanta
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport in
South Fulton County, Airport West CID was formed in
2014. In 2015, the Airport South CID was established
and is located south of the airport in Clayton
County. Combined, the Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs
emcompasses 15 square miles, including more 1,100
unique properties with a total 2016 appraised value
of more than $500 million.
Airport West and Airport South CIDs leaders agreed
to unite their efforts under the name Aerotropolis
Atlanta CIDs. The two boards of directors work

together as one stronger unit to serve commercial
property owners in Fulton and Clayton counties.
While each CID remains its own entity, the boards
approved joint administration of both CIDs. Airport
West CID Executive Director, Gerald McDowell,
serves as the administrative lead for the Aerotropolis
Atlanta CIDs and their staff.

Atlanta International Airport

The Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs represent an exciting
opportunity for both districts, creating a unified and
comprehensive plan to make South Metro the most
desirable area in Atlanta to conduct business.
This master plan for the Aerotropolis area
defines the opportunities and challenges
that will shape Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs
investments through 2021.

AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS
Airport West CID

“THE AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS ARE COMMITTED TO CREATING AN
ECONOMICALLY STRONG, SAFE, ATTRACTIVE AND VIBRANT COMMUNITY
SURROUNDING THE WORLD’S MOST-TRAVELED PASSENGER AIRPORT.
WE ARE A CATALYST FOR INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCEMENT THROUGH
NEW INVESTMENTS, PROJECT PLANNING, RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND
PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT. WE SEEK TO RAISE THE COLLECTIVE VALUE
OF OUR COMMUNITY’S COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES WHILE MAKING THE
CIDS A DESTINATION FOR NEW BUSINESSES, RESIDENTS AND VISITORS.”
Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs Mission Statement
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Hartsfield-Jackson
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2016 Expansion

Airport South CID

2016 Expansion

INTRODUCTION | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

The Aerotropolis Atlanta Community Improvement
Districts is a combination of the two Airport Area
CIDs: Airport West (Fulton County) and Airport South
(Clayton County).
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G OALS

O B J E CTIVE S

Through conversation with CID board members, regional stakeholders, elected officials, and community
members, the planning team identified two driving forces behind the vision and goals of the CID. All projects
within the control of the two CIDs will be selected with the purpose of fostering economic development and/or
raising/enhancing the brand and perception of the area.

The Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs Master Plan outlines
projects to enhance and improve the districts over the
next 5-10 years. Improvement projects generally fall
into one of the four categories below:

PUBLIC SAFETY
Improve the visability and effectiveness of
public safety for community members who
live and work within the area

C HAN G E B R AN D AN D P E RC E PTI O N
WAYFINDING

Projects in the combined Aerotropolis CIDs should work together to tell
a story that helps to establish an authentic brand for the Aerotropolis
area, while simultaneously improving the general perception of the area.

Simplify the ability to navigate within and
across the districts with the use of clear
and contemporary wayfinding signage and
practices

E CO N O M I C D EVE LO P M E NT

BEAUTIFICATION

Projects should continue to make the airport area attractive for business
and industry. Well-designed projects will make the CIDs a desired market
for future development of multiple uses and sectors.

Enhance the overall aesthetic and perception
of the area through the beautification of
interchanges and corridors

INFRASTRUCTURE
Improve the functionality of existing
infrastructure by improving connectivity
and mobility, addressing conflict points,
and creating new means and routes of
transportation throughout the CIDs
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Article IX, Section VII of the Georgia
Constitution gives Community
Improvement Districts the ability to
utilize generated revenue on:
 Street and road construction and
maintenance, including curbs,
sidewalks, street lights, and devices to
control the flow of traffic on streets and
roads
 Parks and recreational areas and
facilities
 Stormwater and sewage collection and
disposal systems
 Development, storage, treatment,
purification, and distribution of water
 Public transportation
 Terminal and dock facilities and parking
facilities

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
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To help understand the state of the Aerotropolis Atlanta
CIDs’ market, the planning team undertook a market
study for the larger Aerotropolis area. This study
extended beyond the CIDs boundaries to areas within a
10-15 minute drive of the Airport. The market analysis
included a review of demographic and employment
trends including residential, industrial, retail, and office
real estate demand models.
While the Aerotropolis Area’s underlying demographics
do not provide a positive case for investment, a closer
look at the area’s population trends, diversity, and strong
employment sector presents a different case. For the
Aerotropolis area to grow and succeed over the coming
years, it is vital that the CIDs, Aerotropolis Atlanta
Alliance, and the organizations partners, work closely to
tell the full story of the area’s economic potential and
create the case for investment and reinvestment.
Airport/
Aerotropolis
Market Area

33.2

2.68

Atlanta
Metropolitan
Statistical Area
Median
Age

Household
Size

$
$38,305

Median
Income

35.8

2.70

Population

Employment

The market area contains more than 360,000
residents; 31,760 of them arrived since 2000. Young
adults, including families, are the most common age
grouping in the this area; however, the net growth
over the last 15 years is almost entirely concentrated
in the Baby Boomer generation. The majority of the
population in this area can be divided into three
segments.

In 2014, the study area had more than 195,000 jobs (8.4% of the regional total). Of those jobs, roughly
160,000 of them are filled by workers who commute into the area for employment. This is contrasted by
the 90,000 plus residents who leave the area daily to commute to jobs in other areas. Approximately 35,000
people both live and work in the study area.

FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
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Secondary
Degree

NEAR-TERM

MID-TERM

LONG-TERM

 Retiring workers factor in to cause lower
participation in the Labor force
 Drive demand for single-family housing

METRO FUSION
 Young, diverse population segment
 Single-parent and single-person
households make up more than 1/2
of total
 Highly mobile, increases demand for
rental properties

AMERICAN DREAMERS
$

 Younger married-couple families with
children

$57,792

 Multigenerational homes are common

43.4%

The chart below outlines the area’s market potential over the near-term, mid-term, and long-term, as well as
general guidance concerning the most likely opportunities for investment and reinvestment.

 Mix of married couples, single parents,
grandparents, and children (young and
adult)

 Diversity is high
30.1%

Market Considerations

 Attracted to single-family housing,
typically outside urban centers
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INDUSTRIAL

RESIDENTIAL

RETAIL

OFFICE

The Aerotropolis
area has seen the
highest levels of net
absorption, occupancy
rates, and rent growth
in the greater region
since 2000. Sites with
proximity to the airport
and major transportation
thoroughfares should
be preserved for
industrial development.
By clustering industrial
uses, the area can
capitalize on nearby
skilled labor.

Forecasted study area
population growth
will drive short-term
demand for residential.
New housing should be
considered in a variety
of types and price
points that factor the
shifting preferences and
evolving demographics
of the area. Housing
that provides access
and proximity to jobs
and services is key to
the success of the CIDs
area.

Retail opportunities will
follow new rooftops
and jobs. High visibility
locations with access
to commuters will
strengthen the case
for new retail; this also
helps to offset lower
average incomes in the
study area. Mixed-use
opportunities should
be located in prime
locations with access
to jobs, housing, and
visitors to enhance the
region.

Office development
needs to be able
to adapt to shifting
employee/employer
preferences.
Opportunities for new
office space will be
driven by available
properties with superior
access and visibility, as
well as proximity and
access to employee
amenities such as trails,
parks, shopping, and
dining.

MARKET ANALYSIS | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

MAR K ET ANALYS I S
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C HAR ACTE R AR EAS

Given the size of the combined CIDs, subdividing
the overall area into eight smaller corresponding
character areas allows for each area's unique needs to
be understood and addressed. These character areas
were developed through comprehensive analysis of
the area’s land use maps and a series of conversations
with stakeholders and community members.

NORTHERN CRESCENT
EAST CAMP CREEK
GATEWAY/GICC

CORPORATE CRESCENT
DOWNTOWN HAPEVILLE

COWART LAKE

DOWNTOWN COLLEGE PARK
COLLEGE PARK PROPERTY

MARKETPLACE

GICC

WEST CAMP CREEK

Aerotropolis Atlanta Blueprint is a vision
for the area around Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport and Atlanta’s
South Metro area. This plan envisions
the Aerotropolis area as a “preeminent
location for economic investment in the
southeastern U.S.” The CIDs Master Plan
utilized the Blueprint as a foundation
document to identify CID needs and
strategies.

AIRPORT
IMPACT
ZONE

S. FULTON PARKWAY

RIVERDALE/SULLIVAN
SOUTH FULTON

PHOENIX BLVD

PHOENIX/FOREST

R E D EVE LO P M E NT N O D E S
With the assistance of stakeholders and community members, the planning team indentified areas most likely
to be leveraged for future development based on their current activity and market potential. These eight
redevelopment areas were utilized to help shape and prioritize the potential project list. Aerotropolis Atlanta
CIDs redevelopment nodes include:
Marketplace - the retail center west of Interstate 285 along Camp Creek Parkway
South Fulton Parkway - the corridor and properties along South Fulton Parkway and Roosevelt Highway
College Park Property - redevelopment property on Camp Creek Parkway primarily owned by College Park

(Future City of South Fulton)

GICC - the GICC property and the area surrounding it along Camp Creek Parkway
Downtown College Park - Main Street and the properties surrounding Woodward Academy
Corporate Crescent - Virginia Avenue Corridor near Delta Airlines Headquarters
Downtown Hapeville - properties in Downtown Hapeville particularly along Central Avenue
Airport Impact Zone - properties impacted by the expansion of airport facilities

CIDs Area

Phoenix Boulevard - Riverdale Road, Phoenix Boulevard and the Interstate 285 interchange
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COMMUNITY CHARACTER | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

The Airport West and Airport South CIDs are expansive
districts that cover more than 11 miles from end-toend, spanning seven jurisdictions, and containing 15+
square miles of properties. This massive area has been
the subject of a variety of different plans and policies
over the years, but has lacked a cohesive approach
to advancing the area as a whole. As organizations
that span the Aerotropolis District, five municipalities
and two counties, the CIDs in partnership with the
Aerotropolis Alliance, have the potential to provide
the type of regional leadership necessary to help the
Aerotropolis prosper.
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P ROJ E CTS AN D I N ITIATIVE S

E CO N O M I C D EVE LO P M E NT P R I N C I P LE S

From review and analysis of redevelopment areas, potential projects were identified by the planning team,
community members, and stakeholders. With the purpose of enhancing the brand and perception of the
Aerotropolis area and growing it as an economic engine, 27 projects were envisioned for the combined CIDs.
Each project falls into one of the following five categories, connected to the CIDs four primary objectives.

As the Aerotropolis District evolves, redevelopment and
community improvement efforts should be based on
three fundamental economic principles.

Future Connections
Roadway and/or Streetscape Improvements

PUBLIC SAFETY
WAYFINDING

Interchange Beautification and/or Improvements
Intersection Improvements

BEAUTIFICATION

Wayfinding and Signage

INFRASTRUCTURE

The following sections outline the economic principles that helped prioritize CID improvement efforts and an
overview of each project type.

Leverage the Airport
The Airport is the region’s most significant asset.
With 63,000+ employees working around the clock,
the Airport is the area’s largest employer. In addition
to being the area’s major hub, Hartsfield-Jackson is
continuing to grow through the ATLNEXT development
program (a 20-year, $6-billion dollar investment plan).

OPPORTUNITIES
 Develop a synergistic relationship
between the Aerotropolis area and
Airport activity
 Invest in an environment that attracts
people traveling to or through Atlanta
 Create activity centers around the
Convention Center & Virgina Avenue

Leverage the Existing Businesses
The Aerotropolis Market Area hosts approximately
210,000 jobs, with a large majority of employees
commuting from outside of the area. As such, the
day-time population is significantly larger than the
population that calls the District home.
While employment in the District is spread across
many sectors, transportation and warehousing jobs
have accounted for 90% of the employment growth in
the area since 2000.

OPPORTUNITIES
 Proximity to the Airport and major
transportation infrastructure is critical
 Protect major transportation corridors
for efficient travel
 Create activity nodes that provide
amenities for area employees

Leverage the Expanding Population
The Airport Area is growing at a consistent pace. Since
2000, the area has seen a 13.4% increase in overall
population. The proximity to the airport and the City of
Atlanta, as well as the relatively low home prices, has
made the Aerotropolis area a great place to live.

AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS' PROJECT LIST
9
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Due to strong increases in Baby Boomers seeking to
age-in-place and younger community members looking
for affordable housing, the provision and planning
of mixed-income housing is crucial to the area’s
future success.

OPPORTUNITIES
 Use public investments to support
activity nodes for people that live and
work in the Aerotropolis area
 Elevate key nodes that can support
mixed-use centers/destinations

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
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A strong public safety presence is vital to enhancing
the perception of area within the CIDs boundaries.
Community members and stakeholders alike agreed
that the area's perception of public safety is a
fundamental issue.
To date, one of the biggest endeavors of the
Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs is working to address
public safety concerns in a real and tangible way.
Currently, the CIDs coordinates 24-hour surveillance
by both local police jurisdictions and a private
security force. Those patrols include two private
security cars and a local patrol car.
Along with increased surveillance, the CIDs
have multiple monthly meetings to share
critical information and maintain open
dialogue between the police jurisdictions
and community members in the area.

Currently those meetings include:
Law Enforcement Meetings
Local police jurisdictions and private security teams
discuss current trends and patterns that may be
occurring across jurisdictional lines.
Community Police Meetings
Community and business owners interact with local
police departments and learn techniques to make
their properties safer.
ATL Aerotropolis Hotel Security Council
Local hoteliers gather to discuss patterns and trends
in the area that impact their properties and how
they can best communicate to resolve issues across
the Districts.

AFTER ONE YEAR OF IMPLEMENTATION

Taking advantage of new and evolving technology
in law enforcement and crime prevention is a top
priority for the CIDs. The Aerotropolis CIDs staff
is working with local police chiefs to evaluate a
partnership to purchase fixed license plate readers
at strategic locations across the Aerotropolis
Atlanta CIDs. These readers will help local police
departments by tracking criminal behavior and
notifying police immediately if a suspect tag is
spotted by one of the cameras. Some license plate
readers have the ability to scan up to 1,800 cars per
minute at a travel speed of over 150 mph.
The CIDs are also actively working with all local law
enforcement partners to bring camera systems and
license plate readers to the CIDs. In addition the CIDs
and the College Park Police Department (CPPD) are
working together to create a pilot program for video
integration systems to monitor CID properties along
Phoenix Boulevard in real time. This open platform
style system would allow CPPD and the CIDs to
utilize shared cameras owned by existing businesses
in addition to their own.
The Atlanta Police Department has a similar video
integration center system that is currently used by the
APD to monitor portions of the Airport West CID.

TOTAL CRIME IS DOWN 34% IN
THE AIRPORT WEST CID

TOTAL CRIME IS DOWN 7% IN
THE AIRPORT SOUTH CID
(WITHOUT ADDITIONAL OFF-DUTY LAW ENFORCEMENT)

!

LO N G-TE R M
I M P LE M E NTATI O N
P L AN S AN D
STATI STI CAL G OALS
 Increase police presence by one
additional car per shift
 Increase security officers by two
additional officers per shift

CONTINUIOUS CHAIN OF COMMUNICATION AND OPEN DIALOGUE
HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED BETWEEN BUSINESS OWNERS, COMMUNITY
MEMBERS, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND THE AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDs
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 Decrease the total crime in the entire
District by 50%

PUBLIC SAFETY | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

P U B LI C SAF ET Y TO M O R ROW

P U B LI C SAF ET Y TO DAY
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Creating a unified look and brand for the
Aerotropolis area is a top priority for the combined
CIDs. As part of the master plan effort, the planning
team created three signage scales that provide a
framework for a wayfinding and signage program.
These three scales include regional, district and
local-scale signage.
Regional signage should be monumental in size and
located near major entry points to the CIDs. District
signage would be scaled for vehicular traffic and
should be used within activity centers, such as Camp
Creek Parkway and Riverdale Road. Local signs are
pedestrian scale and located in walkable districts like
Virginia Avenue and Camp Creek Parkway.

R E G I O NAL
 Large-scale monuments
 Used to establish gateway entrances
to the CIDs
 Located at interchanges and along
main corridors
 Generally landmark signage without
directional information

D I STR I CT
 Vehicular-scale signs

 Located on arterial roadways

 Provides directional information,
including local landmarks and
attractions
 Denotes pathways and key locations
for community members and area
visitors
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DISTRICT

LOCAL
 Pedestrian-scale signs
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REGIONAL

 Simple directional information to
districts and major landmarks.

LOCAL

The design and installation of wayfinding signage will
allow the CIDs to create a consistent look and feel in
the area. This brand would be easily identifiable and
work for all areas within the CIDs’ boundaries. While
the design is still to be developed, it may include a
public art component that can be scaled between all
three signage sizes.

WAYFINDING | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

WAYF I N D I N G AN D
B R AN D
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While every interchange is important to the success
of the greater area, four interchanges were studied
in depth as a part of the Aerotropolis Atlanta
CIDs Master Plan. Following the direction of the
community and CID Boards, these interchanges were
prioritized and studied to determine the potential
benefits and challenges of increased beautification
measures.

I-285 AT RIVERDALE RD

I-85 AT VIRGINIA AVE

Interstate 285 at Riverdale Road
285

 Approximately 50 acres
 Abuts the southern portion of the Airport runway

FOR

 Due to Airport proximity, low vegetation height

NIX B

PHOE

P
EST

KW

Y

LVD

VIRGINIA AVE

and xeriscaping installation that would require little
to no irrigation

ALE RD
RIVERD

The Aerotropolis area serves as one of the biggest
and most important gateways into the Atlanta
region. Most visitors from the southeast to Atlanta
will travel one of the interstate corridors through
the CIDs area to get to their destination. Each
interstate interchange reinforces the area’s brand and
perception. Throughout the engagement process,
community members and stakeholder expressed a
desire to see the area’s interchanges create a better
presentation of the surrounding community. The
interchanges play a vital role in establishing a first
impression for those visiting the District and Atlanta.

In addition to identifying high, medium, and
low visibility areas within each interchange, the
planning team provided a series of strategies and
recommendations for each site.

BOBBY BROWN PKWY

I NTE RC HAN G E S

Interstate 85 at Virginia Avenue

 Approximately 9 acres (smallest interchange)

85

 Adjacent to existing pedestrian routes along
Virginia Avenue

I-285 AT S. FULTON PKWY

 Installation of smaller and denser plant material to
provide a gateway and pedestrian-friendly scale to
the interchange

I-85 AT RIVERDALE RD

285

Interstate 285 at South Fulton Parkway

 Approximately 80 acres (largest interchange)
I-85 AT
VIRGINIA
AVENUE

 Convergence of multiple interstates
 Installation of large landscape patterns to create an
appropriate sense of scale

R

WY

ALE RD
RIVERD

LT H

EVE

S
OO

85

Interstate 85 at Riverdale Road

 Approximately 18 acres

I-285 AT
RIVERDALE
ROAD

I-285 AT
S. FULTON
PARKWAY

 Plant material clustered heavily around the
I-85 AT
RIVERDALE
ROAD

intersection to help beautify and stabilize the
grade change

 Western portion of the interchange is most visible
to traffic moving along the roadway
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85

High Visibility		

Medium Visibility

Low Visibility

INTERCHANGE ENHANCEMENTS | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
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The Virginia Avenue Corridor was identified by
the stakeholders and community as the biggest
opportunity within the Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs.
This corridor has the potential to become a true
urban, walkable, mixed-use corridor.

BEFORE

AF TE R

R ETAI N E D POWE R LI N E S

R E LOCATE D POWE R LI N E S

The corridor lies in four separate jurisdictions (College Park, East Point, Atlanta and
Hapeville), meaning any approach to redesigning Virginia Avenue will require consistent
communication and enhancing policies across the jurisdictions. Virginia Avenue also has
overhead power lines along the back of the sidewalk on the north side of the street, a
significant obstacle that must be addressed as part of any improvement effort.
With those considerations in mind, the team studied Virginia Avenue, and a typical
four-lane section with a central median or turning lane. The planning team provided two
approaches for enhancing the Virginia Avenue street section. One approach followed a
shallow build to zone that would create a more urban walkable corridor while the other
utilized a controlled setback that would provide more flexibility with limited parking along
the corridor frontage.
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CONTROLLED SETBACK

While redeveloping Virginia Avenue would provide a
spark for the area, it is not without its challenges.
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BEAUTIFICATION | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

Virginia Avenue

SHALLOW BUILD-TO

The Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs Master Plan identified
three corridors that will guide the future of the area.
North of the Airport within Airport West CID are
two major corridors with potential for significant
development/redevelopment. The Virginia Avenue
Corridor stretching from Downtown Hapeville across
I-85 to Downtown College Park and the Camp Creek
Corridor from Main Street in College Park past I-285
to Butner Road have the potential to grow and
reshape the future of South Metro. In Airport South,
Phoenix Boulevard/Forest Parkway, which lies just
south of I-285 at Riverdale Road. These corridors
should be the focus of growth and placemaking
efforts.

BEFORE AND AFTER

CO R R I DO RS
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Fortunately, the Camp Creek Corridor has room to
expand within available state-owned right-of-way.
The addition of a multiuse trail, landscaping, and
lighting would require no additional right-of-way
acquisition or realignment of existing lanes.
Stakeholders envisioned the areas around the GICC,
Marketplace at Camp Creek, and Piedmont Driving
Club to have an increased level of pedestrian
amenities and landscaping whereas the typical
section throughout the entire corridor would
feature a multi-use trail and associated lighting and
landscaping on one side of the street.
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BEFORE

AF TE R

AT MAR K ETP L AC E

E NTI R E CO R R I DO R
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BEAUTIFICATION | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

Camp Creek Parkway is a major arterial corridor
that links Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport to Camp Creek Marketplace and many of
the Airport West CID's commercial and residential
areas. Stakeholders would like to see Camp Creek
become more functional, attractive, and walkable. As
a primary thoroughfare, there is also a desire for the
Camp Creek corridor to provide more opportunities
for active and passive recreation through the
provision of a multi-use trail spanning from the
Georgia International Convention Center (GICC) to
the Piedmont Driving Club/Princeton Lakes.

CAMP CREEK PARKWAY

Camp Creek Parkway

BEFORE AND AFTER

CO R R I DO RS
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The Phoenix Boulevard corridor is Airport South’s
main employment center. Stakeholders and
community members expressed that the area has
tremendous potential to be a central focal point and
business center south of the Airport.
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AF TE R

E X I STI N G

PHOENIX BOULEVARD
PHOENIX BOULEVARD

The three biggest needs for Phoenix Boulevard
are extending sidewalks for the corridor, effective
lighting, and the provision of transit shelters. In
addition to enhancements along Phoenix Boulevard,
the intersection at Phoenix and Riverdale is crucial
to the brand and perception of Phoenix Boulevard.
This intersection should be improved to create a
attractive area and enhance access, connectivity, and
walkability to businesses along Phoenix Boulevard
and Forest Parkway.

BEFORE

CO N C E PTUAL
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BEAUTIFICATION | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

Phoenix Boulevard

BEFORE AND AFTER

CO R R I DO RS
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Truck Connections
The area around the Airport has to strike a balance
between being one of the largest employment and
industrial centers while still being a great place
for community members to live. Traffic in the area
is often worsened by the conflicting commuting
patterns of community members with large trucks
serving area businesses.
The planning team studied several options for
creating a needed truck connection from Camp Creek
Parkway to South Fulton Parkway. This initiative
would provide an alternate truck route to Camp
Creek Parkway and help alleviate some of the traffic
congestion at I-285 and Camp Creek Parkway.

The intersection of Camp Creek Parkway and
Washington Road is an operational bottleneck and
a safety concern. The planning team studied the
viability of an extended turn lane along Camp Creek
Parkway and the potential it would have to improve
access to Washington Road. Two scenarios were
tested: allowing a left-turn lane onto Ale Circle from
Washington Road and providing use of a landscaped
median along Washington Road that would restrict
access to Ale Circle. Both concepts would improve
operations at Camp Creek Parkway and Washington
Road and provide enhanced access to Redwine Road.

23
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WASHINGTON ROAD

Washington Road Intersection Improvements

TU R N L AN E
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M E D IAN

INFRASTRUCTURE | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

In addition to wayfinding and beautification
improvements, a variety of infrastructure projects
were also identified as opportunities to improve
connectivity within the combined Community
Improvement Districts.

SOUTHBOUND TRUCK CONNECTIONS

I N F R ASTR U CTU R E
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While ambitious, this action plan is achievable
through cooperation and partnerships with
local municipalities, ARC, and the State of
Georgia.

2017

Wayfinding and Signage

Project Type
Wayfinding

Riverdale Road at I-85 Interchange
South Bound Truck Connections
Design
Virginia Avenue Corridor

Build
Wayfinding and Signage
Virginia Avenue at I-85 Interchange
Riverdale Road at I-285 Interchange
Camp Creek Corridor at Marketplace

Construction
Year

Construction
Cost

Regional, District and Local Wayfinding
Signage

2017

$250,000

2018-2022

$3,000,000

2017

$50,000

N/A

N/A

Streetscape and Corridor Study

2B

Virginia Avenue Corridor
Enhancement

Streetscape and Corridor
Enhancements

From East Main Street in College Park, GA to
South Central Avenue in Hapeville, GA. Lane
width reduction, sidewalk widening,
appropriate landscaping, potential relocation of
overhead power.

2018

$500,000

2020

$6,000,000

3

Virginia Avenue at Interstate 85
Interchange Enhancements

Interchange Beautification

Maintenance and landscaping

2017

$100,000

2018

$1,000,000

4

Camp Creek Corridor
Enhancement at Marketplace

Streetscape, Corridor
Enhancements, Multi-use trail

Corridor enhancements around the
Marketplace on Camp Creek Corridor
including additional landscaping and a multiuse trail

2017

$350,000

2018

$5,000,000

5

Southbound Truck Connections

Infrastructure Improvements and
Roadway Connections

Connection between Camp Creek Parkway
and South Fulton Parkway to help disperse
truck traffic

2017

$650,000

2022

$8,000,000
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Camp Creek Corridor
Enhancement form Marketplace
to GICC

Streetscape, Corridor
Enhancements, Multi-use trail

Corridor enhancements from the Marketplace
to the GICC along Camp Creek Corridor
including additional landscaping and a multiuse trail

2018

$400,000

2020

$5,000,000
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South Fulton at Interstate 285
Interchange Enhancements

Interchange Beautification

Maintenance and landscaping

2019

$200,000

2020

$2,000,000

8

Camp Creek Corridor
Enhancement Piedmont Driving
Club to Marketplace

Streetscape, Corridor
Enhancements, Multi-use trail

Corridor enhancements from the Piedmont
Driving Club to the Marketplace along Camp
Creek Corridor including additional
landscaping and a multi-use trail

2020

$400,000

2022

$5,000,000

9

Camp Creek Corridor
Infrastructure Improvements

Intersection and Roadway
Improvements

Realignment and roadway/intersection
improvements at Washington Road and Ale
Circle.

2020

$310,000

2022

$3,000,000

10

Riverdale Road at Interstate 85
Interchange Enhancements

Interchange Beautification

Maintenance and landscaping

2020

$200,000

2021

$2,000,000

Build

Total :

$3,410,000

$40,000,000

Wayfinding and Signage
Phoenix Boulevard Corridor

Airport South CID
Priority

Design
Camp Creek Marketplace to Piedmont
Camp Creek Infrastructure Improvements
Riverdale Road at I-85 Interchange
Build
Wayfinding and Signage
S. Fulton Parkway at I-285 Interchange

2021

Design Cost

Virginia Avenue Corridor Study

Design
S. Fulton Parkway at I-285 Interchange

Design Year

2A

Camp Creek from GICC to Marketplace
Phoenix Boulevard Corridor

Description

From East Main Street in College Park, GA to
South Central Avenue in Hapeville, GA. Lane
width reduction, sidewalk widening,
appropriate landscaping, potential relocation of
overhead power.

Virginia Avenue at I-85 Interchange

Camp Creek from GICC to Marketplace
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1

Project Name

Build
Wayfinding and Signage
Riverdale Road at I-85 Interchange

DRAFT February 2, 2017

Project Name

Project Type

Description

Design Year

Design Cost

Construction
Year

Construction
Cost

Regional, District and Local Wayfinding
Signage

2017

$250,000

2018

$3,000,000

Maintenance and landscaping

2017

$100,000

2018

$1,000,000

1

Wayfinding and Signage

2

Riverdale Road at Interstate 285
Interchange Beautification
Interchange Enhancements

3

Phoenix Blvd Corridor
Enhancements

Streetscape and Corridor
Enhancements

Lane width reduction, sidewalk construction,
appropriate landscaping.

2018

$100,000

2019

$1,500,000

4

Riverdale Road at Interstate 85
Interchange Enhancements

Interchange Beautification

Maintenance and landscaping

2020

$200,000

2021

$2,000,000

Total :

$650,000

Wayfinding

$7,500,000

ACTION PLAN | AEROTROPOLIS ATLANTA CIDS

Project implementation funding will come from
a variety of sources. The current millage rate for
Airport West and Airport South CIDs is 5 mils.
In addition to the CIDs partnership with the
Aerotropolis Atlanta Alliance possible funding
sources that may be leveraged with CID funds
include Fulton County, Clayton County, State
and Local Maintenance & Improvement Grants,
Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) grants and
funding, and Federal dollars.

Virginia Avenue Corridor Study

Priority

Camp Creek Corridor at Marketplace

2018

In total, the projects identified in the Aerotropolis
Atlanta CIDs Master Plan amount to $48.5 million
in potential investments over the next five years.
This figure is estimated in 2016 dollars and does
not include an estimation of potential right-ofway costs or inflation.

Wayfinding and Signage

2019

The Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs has an ambitious
Five-Year Action Plan. Each short-term
initiative is listed with a recommended design
year, estimated costs, and estimated target
construction date.

Airport West CID

Design

2020

F IVE-YEAR ACTI O N
P L AN
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Airport South CID Board
Steve Berman, Chair			
Frank Farrell, Vice Chair		
Gita Berman, Secretary
Doug Dunn, Treasurer
Austin McDonald
Delanie Dunivin		
Tanner Hicklin

Airport West CID Board
Natalie Martin, Chair			Neel Shah
Vance Burgess, Vice Chair		
Kali Wilson Beyah
Shannon Jones, Secretary		
Chris Brown
Kevin Parrish, Treasurer		
Joseph S. Folz			
Dr. Stuart Gulley			
Dan Halpern
Austin McDonald			
Josh Warthman

3800 Camp Creek Pkwy SW
Building 1400, Suite 132
Atlanta, GA 30331

Facilitated by:

Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs Staff
Gerald McDowell, Executive Director
Kirsten Berry, Program Director
Jon Antoine, Public Safety Director

Aerotropolis Atlanta CIDs

Stan Reecy, Project Manager
Yvette Hunter, Admin. Assistant

						

